
How does PFM work 
with palaces globaly?



Project Delivery Process
If you have already finished construction building and do not know what to do next, 
our PFM will definitely provide you one-stop solution and realize your dream house.



STEP1 : Provide Architectural Drawing

Client should provide architectural drawing in CAD or PDF form, it’s better for us 
to know well about the house layout.



STEP2 : Interior & Exterior 3D Design
PFM makes 3D rendering design for both interior and exterior, which is based on 
clients’ ideas.



STEP3 : Calculate The Budget
PFM offers material quotation for clients’ reference based on the confirmed 3D design.



STEP4 : Double Check Measurement
Client checks the site and reverts back to PFM with as-built measurement, PFM renew the 
original architectural drawing. All the area will have a code for easy management. 



STEP5 : Production & Installation Drawing

PFM will make shop drawing and cutting plan, and site workers can install based on our 
drawing. Making a suitable cutting plan based on floor plan and cut exactly like the plan. 
It can make the joint of each tile nicer. And it can save time and cost of site cutting.



STEP6 : Production of Products
PFM produces floors, walls, stair cases, bath room tiles etc all materials according to 
installation drawing. And we give each piece of product with code. This same code is on 
the installation drawing and production drawing.Its like re-assemble a puzzle !



STEP7 :  Shipment Coordination
PFM schedule the delivery plan according to site needs, firstly should be floor tiles ,stair 
cases. Secondly should be wall panels and ceilings, thirdly should be interior doors and 
cabinets. Furniture and lighting should be the last ones.



STEP8 : Installation in Site
Clients receive our crates and delivery to each room according to shipping mark. 
And install with PFM guidance. Projects that require PFM support will have experts 
to come to site. 




